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SECTION 1.
This manual describes an Allen-Bradley Remote
I/O (RIO) communication link between a BLH
LCp-100 or LCp-200 weight indicator/transmitter
and an Allen-Bradley PLC-5 (Figure 1-1). This
interface method uses technologies licensed by
BLH from Allen-Bradley. Functionally this digital
communication method provides a simple
method of transferring various types of weight
data, status and diagnostic information as well
as the retrieval and download of calibration,
filter, and other set-up parameters. Refer to the
LCp-100 or LCp-200 manual for operating
procedures and parameter definitions.
1.1
RIO OVERVIEW
The Allen-Bradley Remote I/O (RIO) interface is
a communications link that supports remote,
time critical I10 control communications between
a master processor and a remote I/O slave. It is
typically used to transfer I/O bit images between
the master and slave. The LCp unit represents a
quarter (1/4) Rack of discrete I/O with 32 bits of
input and output image files to the scanning
PLC. All weight data and status information uses
discrete reads and writes to communicate scale
information to the PLC in the shortest time
possible. Block transfers are used to upload
weight, status, calibration, and configuration
data, and download calibration and configuration
data.
1.2
THE LCp-100/200 INSTRUMENT
LCp-100 and LCp-200 instruments are high
performance weight indicator/ transmitter/
controllers with features suitable for both
inventory and process weighing applications.
Both units offer microprocessor based
electronics to digitize load cell signals, and
provides outputs in the form of serial RS4851422, analog 4-20 mA, and Allen-Bradley
Remote I/O communication ports.

Introduction
Standard units are housed in a panel mount
configuration. Optional enclosures are available
for field mounting. Upon request, units also are
available with CSA certification for installation in
a Class I, II, Ill Division 2 hazardous locations
Set-up and calibration procedures are
accomplished using the front panel configuration
keys and display (reference operator's manual).
Also, known set-up and calibration parameters
can be downloaded from the host PLC. In
operation, they provide up to 750,000 counts of
weight resolution and a sample rate of 50
milliseconds.
The LCp-200 has all the features and
capabilities of the LCp-100, plus set points and
rate-by-weight function. In this manual, functions
which pertain to both instruments appear in
normal text. Functions which pertain only to
LCp-200 units appear italic text.
1.3

ALLEN-BRADLEY PLC-5
PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLER
The Allen-Bradley PLC-5 series of mid-size
programmable controllers are used as part of
distributed process automation architecture. A
variety of 1771 series racks and I/O modules are
available for local or remote discrete and analog
process control. The PLC-5 can digitally
communicate to other devices using a conventional RS 232 or 423 serial port in addition to
special interface ports such as Data Highway
Plus, Scanner Communications, and Remote I/O
Adapter.
I

NOTE: Now the SLCO5 small logic controllers
also are available with a Remote I/O scanner
port.
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Figure 1-1. Allen-Bradley Remote I/O Network Interface
1.4
FIELD ENGINEERING
BLH will not accept any liability for faulty
installation and/or misuse of this product.
Authorized BLH Field Service Engineers are
available around the world to install LCp
transmitters and/or train factory personnel to do
so. The field service department at BLH is the
most important tool to assure the best performance from your application. Field service
phone numbers are listed below.
Notice:
BLH makes no representation or warranties of
any kind whatsoever with respect to the contents
hereof and specifically disclaims any implied
warranties or merchantability or fitness for any
particular purpose. BLH shall not be held liable

for errors contained herein or for incidental or
consequential damages in connection with the
furnishing, performance, or use of this
publication or its contents.
BLH reserves the right to revise this manual at
any time and to make changes in the contents
hereof without obligation to notify any person of
such revision or changes.
Field Service Phone Numbers
Call (Factory Number)
(781) 298-2200
Ask for Field Service
Canada
(416) 251-2554
(800) 567-6098
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SECTION 2.

The Remote I/O Interface

2.1
OPERATIONAL OVERVIEW
The Allen-Bradley Remote I/O (RIO) interface is
standard on many PLC-2, 3, and 5 series
programmable logic controllers and optional on
the SLCO5 controllers. The technology used in
the interface and licensed by Allen-Bradley to
BLH enables the LCp transmitter to communicate
weight and status information to the PLC as if it
were a 1/4 rack of discrete I/O. By using the
standard RIO interface port and representing
weight data as simple discrete I/O, a low cost
reliable, easy to use, communication link
between the PLC and weigh system is
established. All live weight data is available
through discreet transfers. If the value is less
than 32,767, no conversions are necessary. For
values greater than 32,767. PLC ladder logic
instructions will convert image table data to
floating point values. The LCp also supports
block transfers of data. Non time critical
diagnostics and download of set-up parameters
can be communicated using block transfer read
and write sequences.
CONFIGURATIONS:
One Quarter Rack. The LCp is configured to act
as 1/4 rack of I10 using 2 input words and 2
output words in the PLC's I/O image table. LCp
addressing supports rack addresses 0-77 (octal)
and identification of position in rack. For example,
four LCps constitute 1 full rack, each using a
different starting quarter.

Discrete Transfer. Weight data and operating
status information is transmitted continually
through discrete transfer using the PLC's Remote
I/O image table.
Block Transfer. Block data transfers are initiated
by the PLC ladder logic program (BM and BIW
instructions) to obtain weight, status, calibration,
and configuration (menu parameters) data. Block
transfers are controlled by discrete transfer data.
Word Integrity Is Ensured. The LCp will always
transmit both input image table words intact. To
ensure word integrity on the PLC side, immediate
writes to the output image table should be written
low word first.
2.2
INTERFACE CONFIGURATION
Baud rate, rack address, starting quarter, and last
rack designations are all configured through the
LCp I/O sub-menu (Figure 2-1, next page).
Access the I/O sub menu (reference operator's
manual for keypad functions), step to the I/O RIO
display, and make selections. The LCp is able to
be addressed up to rack number 77 (octal).
Additional Figure 2-1 information provides a
relationship table for baud rate, cable length, last
rack termination resistance, and the number of
LCps on the RIO loop. Careful consideration
must be given to all four factors to ensure proper
RIO loop operation.
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Figure 2-1. LCp-100 RIO Interface Parameters
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2.3

DISCRETE DATA TRANSFER

2.3.1 OUTPUT IMAGE TABLE
The PLC-5 initiates the communication interface
by transmitting two words from the output image
table (Figure 2-2). The first word is regarded as a
'spare' by the LCp.
The second word contains the commands that
the PLC-5 expects the Lep to perform. In addition
to LCp operating mode status, Word 2 controls

basic LCp operations; data selection, push to
zero, tare, and print keys.
Contents of the data portion of the input image
table (see next page) are identified by the three
ID bits in word 2 of the output image table. For
example, setting the data ID bits to 1 1 0 will
format the input image table data to contain
diagnostic status bits.

Figure 2-2. The Output Image Table
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2.3.2 INPUT IMAGE TABLE
After evaluating the contents of the output image
table, the LCp responds by transmitting two
words to the input image table (Figure 2-3). The
first word contains signed integer weight data or
fault status (see table below). The second word

contains the upper order data bits, system
status, and fault condition.

Figure 2-3. The Input Image Table
4

2.4

BLOCK DATA TRANSFERS

2.4.1 INTERFACE BASICS
Block data transfers are initiated by the ladder
logic program write (B1VV) and read (B1R)
commands. The transfer sequence begins when
the PLC sends the LCp a one word (16 bit
integer) write command containing a register
location pointer. This pointer is the 16 bit integer
value of the first register the PLC wishes to read
(factory default upon shipment is register 1).
Table 2-1 presents all available register
locations. Locations printed in italic text apply
only to LCp-200 units. After establishing the
starting register location, the PLC then transmits
a read transfer block command telling the LCp
how many words of information are needed.
2.4.2 BLOCK TRANSFER READS (BTRS)
Once the register location pointer value is
established, the PLC logic program must issue a
block transfer read command to obtain LCp
information. A BTR can request up to 64 words
of LCp information (see Table 2-1). The LCp will
respond to the BTR by transmitting the number
of words requested, starting at the pointer
location. NOTE: The first word transmitted by
the LCp will be the register pointer value. The
LCp adds this word at the beginning of the
transmission to 'echo' the pointer value prior to
transmitting requested data. Therefore, the BTR
command MUST add 1 to the number of words
requested. If the PLC needs two words of LCp
information, the BTR request must be for three
words (Figure 2-4).
WORD 1
Register

WORD 2
Gross Weight

WORD 3
Gross Weight

Address 12
Low Word
High Word
Block Transfer Read Sample: Two words
decked (system gross weight) requires three
word read command (3rd word is echo of
starting address).
Figure 2-4. Block Transfer Read Example
2.4.3

BLOCK TRANSFER WRITES (B1WS)

Registers 20 thru 127 may be written to by the
PLC (see Table 2-1). This allows parameters
such as filter values to be down loaded on-thefly by the PLC ladder logic program. Men writing
to the LCp, the first word must be the register
location pointer (Figure 2-5). Therefore, the
program MUST always add 1 to the BTVV
command length. For example, to change a fitter
value, the B1W length must equal 2 with the first
word being the filter register location pointer and
the second word being the new filter setting.
WORD 1
Register

WORD 2
Averaging

Address 108

Setting

Block Transfer Write Sample: One word decked
(new averaging selection) requires two word
write command (1st word is address).
Figure 2-5. Block Transfer Write Example
2.4.4 THE POINTER
The pointer remains the same until changed.
The pointer location defaults to '1' upon powerup.
2.4.5 FAULT EVALUATION
Two status words, register locations 10 and 11,
provide detailed explanations of error conditions
encountered by the LCp. When a fault is
detected, bit 6 (fault) in word 2 of the input
image table is set to a '1' to alert the PLC of an
error condition. The PLC then performs a BTR of
the appropriate status register to evaluate and
correct the error. If bit six (fault) is set, check the
status words for the error explanation. Table 2-2
gives the status word bit definitions.
Reminder: Fault data also is available through
discrete transfer.
2.4.6 REMOTE FILTER CONFIGURATION
The Dynamic Digital Filter can be instructed by
the PLC to change filter settings on-the-fly. This
unique feature allows optimal, pre-determined
filtering parameters to be implemented at critical
2-5

moments during a dynamic weigh process.
Changing filter parameters throughout the
process ensures data stability and maximum

system response to actual weight changes.
Filter parameters are stored at register locations
108 and 109 (Table 2-1).

Table 2-1. Block Transfer Register Allocations/Definitions
Registers 1 - 19 and 139 - 142 are read only; all others are read/write
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Table 2.1. Continued
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Table 2.1. Continued
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Table 2-2. Status Word Bit Definitions
STAT1 - STATUS REGISTER 1
BIT 0
- POWF_RUP
BIT 1
- UNABLE TO TARE/ZERO BECAUSE OF MOTION
BIT 2
- UNABLE TO ZERO BECAUSE OF LIMIT
BIT 3
- ND UNDERRANGE
BIT 4
- AID OVERRANGE
BIT 5
- ND CONNECT FAULT
BIT 6
- D/A UNDERRANGE
BIT 7
- D/A OVERRANGE
BIT 8
- 0/A OPEN CIRCUIT
BIT 9
- NO mV/V CAL
BIT 10
- NO ENGINEERING CAL
BIT 11
- NO TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION
BIT 12
- NO MANUAL ZERO
BIT 13
- NO MANUAL TARE
BIT 14
- EEPROM ERROR
BIT 15
- SPARE
STAT2 - STATUS REGISTER 2
BIT 0 –
BIT 1 –
BIT 2 –
BIT 3 –
BIT 4 –
BIT 5 –
BIT 6 –
BIT 7 –
BIT 8 –
BIT 9 –
BIT 10 –
BIT 11 BIT 12
- MOTION
BIT 13
- TARE OR ZERO JUST ACQUIRED
BIT 14
- ZERO LIMIT
BIT 15
- OVERLOAD
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SECTION 3.

Definitions and Explanations

3.1
INPUT IMAGE TABLE BITS
A table is provided to explain the Input Image
Table presented in Figure 2-3. Table 3-1 defines
the bit structure of both input words.

Table 3-1. Input Image Table Word 'Bit' Definitions
Word 1
BITS 0 – 15

WEIGH DATA Signed integer.

BITS 0 -7

ABSOLUTE OVERFLOW DATA x 32768
Word 2 bits 0-7 is absolute overflow data from word 1 used if
weigh data is greater than 32,767. These 8 bits are combined with
the word 1 integer in a floating point register by the following steps.
1. Do a Masked move of Word 2 bits 0 - 7 to an integer register.
2. Multiply the integer register by 32768.0 and put the result in a
floating point register.
3. Negate the floating point result if the word 1 integer is negative.
4. Add the word 1 integer to the floating point result.
DATA ID
Identifies the data in word 1 and word 2 bits 0 - 5.
SCAN ACKNOWLEDGE
This bit is a copy of the same bit in the output image table. When
the LCp receives the output image table data it copies this bit to
the same location in the input image table. The plc can thus know
if the remote i/o LCp has received the last write to the output image
table.
MOTION
Is set if the weigh data is in motion as determined by the motion
settings.
FAULT
Is set if there is a fault causing weigh data to be incorrect. This bit
is cleared or suppressed by setting the clear fault bit in word 2 of
the output image table.
ZERO LIMIT
Is set if current weight is equal to or greater than manual zero limit.
OVERLOAD
Is set if current weight is equal to or greater than overload limit.

Word 2

BIT 9 – 10
BIT 11

BIT 12

BIT 13

BIT 14
BIT 15
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3.2
OUTPUT IMAGE TABLE BITS
Table 3-2 shows the structure and bit definition
of each Output Image Table word. Reference
Figure 2-3 to view word breakouts.

Table 3-2. Output Image Table Word/Bit Definitions
Word 1
BITS 0-15

NOT USED BY LCp

BIT 0

ZERO

Word 2
If this bit changes from 0 to 1 the LCp will zero the gross weight if
not currently in "motion" as determined by the motion status bit or if
not outside the selectable zero limit. If not successful, bit (1)
UNABLE TO TARE/ZERO BECAUSE OF MOTION or bit (2)
UNABLE TO ZERO BECAUSE OF LIMIT in STATUS reg (10) of
the block transfer registers will be set causing the fault bit (bit 13 of
word 2 of the input image table) to be set.
BIT 1

TARE
If this bit changes from 0 to 1 the LCp will tare the net weight if not
currently in "motion" as determined by the motion status bit. If not
successful, bit (1) UNABLE TO TARE/ZERO BECAUSE OF
MOTION in STATUS rag (10) of the block transfer registers will be
set causing the fault bit (bit 13 of word 2 of the input image table)
to be set.

BIT 2

PRINT
If this bit changes from 0 to 1 the LCp will transmit data in the
transmit buffer if the serial port is configured for PRINT

BIT 3-7
BIT 8-10

BIT 11

BIT 12
BIT 13

BIT 14-15

SPARE
DATA REQUEST
Requests data to be returned by LCp in word 1 and word 2 bits 07 of the input image table.
SCAN ACKNOWLEDGE
This bit is set or reset by the plc to achieve data transfer
synchronization between the plc's program scan and the remote
I10 scan. When the LCp receives the output image table data it
copies this bit to the same location in the input image table. The
plc can thus know if the remote i/o LCp has received the last write
to the output image table.
SPARE
CLEAR FAULT
Setting this bit will clear all fault bits in the status register (10). If
the a/d over/under-range or connect faults persist, the
corresponding fault flags will be set again when this bit returns to
0.
SPARE
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SECTION 4.
4.1

Troubleshooting

GENERAL

This chapter presents troubleshooting tips for
the Allen-Bradley Remote I/O Interface. For
instrument related problems, see the appropriate
BLH operator's manual.
4.1.1 REAR PANEL STATUS LED
A green LED located on the instrument rear
panel (Figure 4-1) constantly displays the
operating status of the RIO interface. The LED
displays three conditions, failure, partial failure,
and correct operation. These three states are
defined in Table 4-1.

LED Indicator Status

Figure 4-1. Status LED Indicator on Rear Panel
4.1.2 FRONT PANEL STATUS DISPLAY
The rear panel LED status indication can be
displayed on the LCp-100/200 front panel by
configuring one of the eight annunciators for
Allen-Bradley Remote I/O status (see LCp100/200 operators manual Figure 5-2).

Table 4-1. LED Status Indicator Explanation
Error Condition
Check For

LED is OFF

No communication established

LED is pulsing at 2 Hz
LED is ON constantly

Partial communication established
Full communication established

RIO option installed in LCp unit
Power connection all units
Matching baud rates/parameters
Cable termination
Cable short/open
Call BLH Field Service
No problems
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Appendix A
Outline and Wiring Drawings

Customer Wiring
LCp-100 Outline
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